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SUMMARY
I've honed my interpersonal talents working as a barber in communities in Florida, NYC and Denver.
My background has equipped me with the ability to understand the needs of our clients and translate them into
tangible solutions. My passion for forging connections and my willingness to embrace the unfamiliar will be
valuable assets to your team.

SKILLS
Languages/frameworks: Ruby, Rails, SQL, ActiveRecord, HTML, CSS
Testing: Test Driven Development, RSpec, Capybara, WebMock, VCR, FactoryBot, Faker
Tools/Workflow: Git, GitHub, Postman, Heroku, Render, CircleCI, Postico, REST APIs
Exposure: Python, React, JavaScript

PROJECTS
Label Lens |Group Project| Github BE | Github FE Tech stack: Ruby on Rails, HTML, JSON, Bootstrap, RSpec
● Using Test-Driven Development, we Authenticated users with Spotify OAuth, and consumed multiple endpoints of the

Spotify API implementing a service-facade design pattern.

Sweater Weather |Independent Project|BE GITHUB

● Explored API creation and exposure of several endpoints, and consumed multiple external APIs to provide refined data.
● Fully tested API functionality, with happy/sad path and edge case testing using TDD(Test Driven Development).
● Properly created users with password authentication, API key creation, and API key validation.
● Tech Stack: Ruby, Ruby on Rails, HTML, JSON

EXPERIENCE

Blank Barbers, Denver, CO AUGUST 2021 – May 2023
Master Barber
I served the community at a rate of about 200+ services per month on average. Blank is a premier barbershop and I
was lucky enough to be one of the first 10 barbers on staff. I achieved success personally and with the team by
upholding a 5 star standard, winning awards every year.

Persons of Interest, Brooklyn, NY 2017 –2020
Master Barber
Servicing the diverse communities of Brooklyn, at a New York pace. P.O.I is a community counseling center, where
people come to talk and leave with their morale and head held a little higher than when they walked in.

EDUCATION

Turing School of Software and Design, Remote May 2023 - Present
Federally Accredited Certificate — Backend Engineering
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